"tutor.ng connects learners with tutors willing to share knowledge. Tutors create courses with engaging content in formats ranging from video, audio, notes to real live classes in virtual classrooms."

The Educational system

Although Africa has made significant progress towards the achievement of Education for All and the MDG, there are still challenges plaguing this present generation covering a wide area. Post primary education, including vocational education and training has stylishly been cut off thereby remaining a key challenge for the continent. Shortage of educational quality remains a serious challenge as many countries continue to experience shortages of basic facilities, infrastructure, equipment and learning/teaching materials.

- The number of schools built by government cannot cater to ratio of students willing to learn
- Education is not funded which is drastically affecting the quality of school leavers
- Teachers aren’t well trained on the job anymore
- Classes are too crowded for the students to concentrate
- The curriculum and courses thought are outdated and needs review
- Government teachers are old and underpaid since the system is not evolving

What has happened?

Governments have tried to bridge these gaps specifically in educational sector over the years but it has remained ineffective. Inadequacy of investment in education and of international development aid has impeded access, quality of education in Africa. From statistics of the school leavers, the unemployed and the level of job seekers in the Africa market and their percentage, it is glaring that we need a system that can take these challenges into perspective in tackling them.

The solution Tutor.NG is offering

Tutor.NG is an all-inclusive online hub which provides an enabling opportunity to people in all these challenged areas to provide contents that can bridge this gap. With tutors ranging from specialists in skill acquisitions to subject teachers and trainers, it is simply a robust system that provides everything you need to take your teaching online –

- a virtual classroom experience
- Functionality to create and deliver courses with assessment tools
- A tutor dashboard giving access to student through emails and text messages
- Multi-functional document system taking Doc, PDF, PPT, audio and video files
Social media integration into other sites to publicize courses wider and better
A mobile application to help deliver courses on the go
Seamless content sharing feature with learners
A general chat room to foster communication between platform users
Instant meeting feature for online discussions and sessions
An effective online payment system to easily monetize content

With bespoke courses focusing on major areas like languages, way of life, professional courses, cooking, preparation for exams to CV and interview preparation, we know we have what people need to compete and succeed in a competitive market.

Why Tutor.NG

Spending the last couple of years researching on the key areas how country is challenged in and brainstorming on solutions we think we can offer, we have been able to locate key areas our service will be of extreme relevance. Tutor.NG is solving problems of knowledge transfer to skill acquisitions, employment, education providing, wealth creation to eradication of illiteracy in general.

Our key target

We have provided a solution needed and applicable to students, graduates, professionals and budding entrepreneurs requiring core transferable skills to starting up their own mini companies.

Our core partners

Sterio.me - Sterio.me a learning company based in South-Africa has developed a technology which enables learning via mobile phones without requiring internet or smartphone access, via pre-recorded interactive SMS and Voice lessons.

Tutor.ng and Sterio.me have partnered up to offer specifically crafted SMS and Voice lessons in topics such as language learning, business skills and exam preparation to audiences in Nigeria and wider West Africa. Delivery will be via the Sterio.me platform so only access to a feature phone is required to have access to quality - internationally endorsed - educational content, developed by certified teachers under guidance from Tutor.ng.

Exolve Technologies Limited- With years of experience in learning management system and online education, our technology partner’s vast knowledge of educational technology gives Tutor.NG the edge it needs among its peers.
SchoolCabinet- This is an online school management system which creates an operational chain between all relevant stakeholders in a typical school system. The information and content generated form this service helps us to have an idea of what the typical secondary school industry and students need to succeed which we provide as solutions under Tutor.NG.

NairaTweets- Our major media partner is a multilevel marketing company with a reachable audience of over 3 million influencers on twitter. This helps us to create a presence in the social media world through our constant engagement.

Our Advisers

We have a team of advisers who are trailblazers in their own field of work. With a range of experts in technology, business, education and innovations, we believe we have the strength to provide cutting edge solutions in alliance with our senior team. Some of them are

Mr Adebisi Mabadeje – He is a versatile man with over fifteen years career experience in the IT and telecommunications industry in Nigeria & West Africa. He is currently the Honorable Commissioner for Science and Technology, Lagos State. Mr. Mabadeje has special interest in startup companies, international business strategy, ELearning and innovation.

Professor Babalola Borishade CFR- He was the former Minister of Education and Minister of Aviation under President Olusegun Obasanjo. Was a lecturer at the Obafemi Awolowo University at the Department of Electrical Science and Electronics, member of the Institution of Electric Engineers, UK and American Nuclear Society. He has passion for Education and Information Technology.

Ojoma Ochai- She is a manager with over ten years’ experience in strategy, IT and Project management. She designed a business skills training program which impacted over 2000 people face to face as part of her social activities. She is currently the Assistant Country Director, British Council and Associate, Nigeria Leadership Initiative. Has passion for youth, opportunities and emerging businesses.
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